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This new,
boutique release from famed King Crimson
alumnus and touch guitar visionary Trey Gunn
is a combination of live performances based on
Peter Gabriel's piece “Here Comes The
Flood” and music for a recent film score. The film (“Every Beautiful Thing”, written/directed by Sonya
Lea) sees Gunn producing a rare cover tune – a haunting version of Bob Dylan's “Not Dark Yet.” Aside
from the sensuous voice of Dylan Nichole Bandy in the opening and closing tracks, the entire recording is
made with Gunn's unique touch guitar. The variety of material blends throughout with the water theme of
the disc – the first in a series of four recordings each based on different themes. “Flow” for this one.
“Gravity” for the next.

The pricing of this recording reflects the work and costs involved in its creation. This represents the strategy
at 7d Media of ensuring career artists continue to have the means to create high quality and exceptional
work.
Gunn puts the issue like this:
“The challenge of putting together what I call a boutique recording is far greater than music supported by
the mainstream. Not only do the pieces need to be written, performed, recorded and produced, but the
architecture of all the elements of the music have to be built from scratch. If you are writing a main-stream,
genre-based detective novel all the elements are already in place. The writer knows what she has to do and
the audience knows whether they have done it or not. With what I call boutique artists (those who work with
the unknown), not only do new kinds of paragraphs have to be constructed to follow the vision, but new
vocabularies and new kinds of grammar also need to be created. Nothing can be pulled down off of the shelf
and slapped into the music. Everything gets built up from the ground floor. This kind of process requires
extra time and a concentrated effort.
So, instead of saying 'Yeah, sure people are only expecting to pay X amount for a recording, so I shall do
my best to make do with that', I am instead deciding to say 'This is how much work goes into it and this is
what I believe the value is.' No different from a craft beer, an exquisitely made espresso, a boutique guitar
amplifier or a custom made pair of pants. The process is involved.”

www/treygunn.com/press

www.7dmedia.com

Trey Gunn
A native Texan who now resides in Seattle, Gunn is
known mostly for the unusual touch guitar that he plays.
With this instrument under his fingers he has participated
in a constant stream of cutting edges projects.
In 1992 he was asked to join David Sylvian and Robert
Fripp in a collaborative project that toured throughout
the United States, Europe and Japan. The band released
"The First Day" and "Damage" – a live recording from
the Royal Albert Hall in London. During this period
Gunn also recorded his first solo album "One Thousand
Years.”
In 1994 he joined King Crimson – a group many
contend as the most aggressively, adventurous rock band
of all time. Over the next decade he participated in
seventeen King Crimson CDs, two DVDs and hundreds
of performances. For his role in this group, Gunn helped
evolve a new and unique instrument. This 'tapped'
instrument, the Warr Guitar, is a 10-string touch guitar
with the range of a piano. It can be heard, in depth, on
his eleven solo recordings.
In addition to the powerful performances and recordings
of The Trey Gunn Band, Gunn has toured and/or
recorded with TOOL, John Paul Jones, Maynard J. Keenan’s “Puscifer”, Vernon Reid, Azam Ali,
David Hykes of the Harmonic Choir and played on Steven Wilson's Grammy nominated recording
“Grace For Drowning.”
Gunn currently runs his own media label (7d Media) while dividing his time between solo work; his
projects TU, KTU, The Security Project, 3Below and Quodia; film/tv scoring and coaching musicians in the
creative process.
Rock journalists the world-over have praised Gunn’s work. Alternative Press Magazine writes
"Gunn is one bad-ass musician and he knows exactly how to please his chosen audience." All About
Jazz calls Gunn's multi-media Quodia release "...completely captivating and an undeniable
triumph." Pulse Magazine exclaims "...virtuosic prog-rock..." and Blogcritics.org enthuses
"...expect big things from this guy..."
Selected discography –
The First Day, David Sylvian/Robert Fripp, 1993 (Virgin)
Damage (live), David Sylvian/Robert Fripp, 1994 (Virgin)
VROOOM, King Crimson, 1994 (DGM)
THRAK, King Crimson, 1995 (Virgin)
The ProjeKcts (4CD Box Set), King Crimson, 1999 (DGM)
The ConstruKction of Light, King Crimson, 2000 (Virgin)
The Power To Believe, King Crimson, 2003 (Sanctuary)
Eyes Wide Open (DVD), King Crimson, 2003 (Sanctuary)
Elysium for the Brave, Azam Ali, 2006 (Six Degrees)

The Arrow, Quodia, 2007 (7d Media)
V is for Vagina, Puscifer, 2007 (Puscifer Ent)
Music for Pictures, Trey Gunn, 2008 (7d Media)
Quiver, KTU, 2009 (7d Media)
Cocoon, Inna Zhelannya 2010 (Inasound/7d Media)
Modulator, Trey Gunn/Marco Minneman 2010 (7d)
I'll Tell What I Saw, Trey Gunn 2011 (7d Media)
Grace for Drowning, Steven Wilson, 2011 (Kscope)
Invisible Rays, Ågren, Kaiser, Gunn 2012 (7d Media)

Dylan Nichole Bandy
Dylan Nichole Bandy is an actor & singer based out
of Chicago. She went to Indiana University for her
Bachelor's in Voice Performance, and then spent the
following five years in New York and Berlin singing
opera, learning to act, and working on devised
theater. Her independent film work includes: The
Lost by film artist Reynold Reynolds, The Jogger,
The Man In The Suit, and Your Heart is My Piñata.
Her self-produced works have toured internationally
and include the HAU 100º Winner Strangers in a
Song, the operatic parody Shut up Little Man for the
International Comedy Film Festival, Boheme in a
Bar at Mayne Stage in Chicago, and Symbols of the
Divine Feminine. Dylan has also premiered roles in
new vocal works such as Fantom in Exposure Berlin,
Alien in Neuköllner Oper’s Opera Aliens Lab, Dido
in Kiez Oper’s Dido & Aeneas, Judit in the HfM
Hanns Eisler’s Bluebeard’s Castle, Bronia in
Moniuszko’s Hrabina, Lionel in Maid of Orleans,
and Dora in the Banff Opera The Waiting Room.
Her mother, the author of Wondering Who You Are, is
the director of Every Beautiful Thing and a great
source of inspiration, encouragement, and joy.
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“I'll Tell What I Saw” (retrospective 1993-2010) reviews:
Astounded By Sound:
I'll Tell What I Saw is a double CD compilation covering his entire
non-King Crimson career and a fine thing it is too! Those familiar
with his Crimsoid work will recognize the familiar Warr sound
throughout, but rather than being derivative of KC, one has to
remember he brought this sound to KC, not the other way round.
Also present throughout is a definite world music feel as he trawls
through collaborations with Italians (NYX), Finns (KTU), Russians
(Inna Zhelennaya, Sergey Klevensky) and other fellow Americans.
Mr Gunn is a busy man!
If you like Brian Eno's more bizarre instrumentals rather than his
ambient work, or are familiar with later King Crimson, you'll
certainly like this.
Total Music Magazine:
This retrospective, two-disc set has been out for a while now but, as it has been a regular visitor to the
office CD slot, we thought those of you not aware of its existence – especially all you King Crimson fans should be given a heads up. It’s a truly remarkable overview of his career to date, cherry picking cuts from
Gunn’s eight solo albums and his numerous (and madly eclectic) musical collaborations. A master of the
Warr and Stick guitars, you just need to be prepared to dig deep as this will doubtless have you hurtling
back to the source recordings for yet more touch guitar wizardry. – Ray Harper
Pop Matters:
If you go to his Wikipedia page, you’ll notice that guitarist Trey Gunn’s collaborations outnumber his solo
albums. Much like his former co-workers within King Crimson, Gunn is becoming the next go-to guy when
progressive musicians need an uncommon approach. I’ll Tell What I Saw allocates the highlights of these
guest spots as well as selections from Gunn’s own solo discography. If you only know of Gunn by way of his
contributions to Thrak and The Power to Believe, you’re in for a treat. Trey Gunn is the real deal and I’ll
Tell What I Saw is the thrill-ride route to play catch-up. – John Garratt

MidWest Records:
Pulled from his solo recordings and collaborations, this is prog music distilled to it's core. Showing there's
much more to him than his contributions to Crimson and his pioneering work on touch guitar. Always a
purveyor of a wild stuff, this set proves it without a doubt.
Dutch Prog Network:
Gunn’s music could be described as experimental, avant-garde and sometimes jazzy although not in the
traditional sense. It’s perhaps at its most accessible (and arguably most appealing) when it hits a solid
groove as in The Trey Gunn Band’s The Joy Of Molybdenum which features a powerful, discordant riff that
could easily be the handiwork of King Crimson themselves. If you feel like dipping a toe into the musical
world of Trey Gunn, I’ll Tell What I Saw is clearly the place to start. – Geoff Feakes
Sea of Tranquility:
I'll Tell What I Saw is a dazzling 2CD retrospective of the solo work of former King Crimson member and
Touch Guitar pioneer Trey Gunn. It's not only the sheer volume of material on display here that impresses
(36 songs!), but also the variety. When he rips into a savage, blinding lead break, you can't help but be
mesmerized, but more often than not it's the overall palette of tones created that makes his solo material
so enjoyable.

